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(0-1 point)
1 Point
Presents a thesis statement that makes a istorically defensible claim, establishes a line
of reasoning, and esponds to ALL parts of the question.
The thesis statement MUST make a claim that responds to AMtf provides an answer to the
prompt. The point WILL NOT be awarded for simply restatin or rephrasin the prompt.
The thesis statement must consist of one or more sentences typically located at the END of the
introductory paragraph.

B. Contgxtualjzgtjgn (0-1 point)
1 Point
- Describes( ND explains BROADER historical events, developments, or processes that occur
before, durin , or continue after the time frame of the uestion
- The point fflILL NOT be awarded for merely a Phrase or a reference.
- The proper application of the reasoning skill, contextualization, requires that a thorough
explanation be provided to the reader that MUST consist of multiple sentences typically located at
the BEGINNING of the introductory paragraph.
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C. Evidence (0-3 points)
1 Point (evidence from the documents)
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¦ Utilizes the content of at least THREE documents to address the topic of the prompt.
Responses MUST accurately describe ND explain the content of the documents. The point
WILL NOT be awarded for simply providing a quote from the documents.

1 Point (evidence from th documents)
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¦ Utilizes the content of at least S]>( documents to address the to ic of the prompt ND)support
an argument. Responses MUST_accurately describe D explain the content of the documents
ND support a stated thesis. The point WILL NOT be awarded for simply providing a quote from
the documents.

1 oint (evidence beyond the documents)
Utilizes additional pieces of specific evidence beyond those found in the documents to support
or qualify the argument. The point WILL NOT be awarded for merely a phrase or reference.
Responses UST describe AND explain the evidence beyond those found in the documents.
Additional pieces of evidence beyond those found in the documents MUST BE DIFFERENT from
the evidence used to earn the point for contextualization.
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Analysis and Reasoning (0-2 points)
___ 1 Point
¦

- For at least THREE documents, explains how or why the histo ical context, au ience, author s
purpose, or author s point of view is relevant to an argument (the HAPP in S H PP).
- The point WILL NOT be awarded for si ply identifying, one mustlexolainlhow or why.
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_ 1 oint
- Demonstrates a complex understanding of the historical development that is the focus of the
prompt.
- Utilizes specific, factual, and relevant evidence to corroborate, qualify, and/or modify an argument

that fully and effectively addresses the prompt.
jO 'f - b\ •c A Ve Vj O a Corroborating an argument
- confirming or providing support to a thesis statement to validate an argument
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Qualifying o modifying an a gument
explaining the evidence in greater detail and considering diverse or alternative
views or evidence (YES, BUT....)
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